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Goa on alert! Banned 'Savita Bhabhi' is here
India's biggest and outrageous toon porn star Savita Bhabhi has
set foot in the sands of Goa - of course, in cyber space. And
the state government is not too happy.
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` ? ` : Full credit to the footage
collectors Yash and Allison for
cracking the oft-abused genre of
horror so effectively

Ekk Deewana Tha: If God lies in
the details then 'Ek Deewana Tha',
Tamil-T e l u g u d i r e c t o r G a u t h a m
Menon's first Hindi film in 11 years,
makes it all the way to the church.
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Already banned by the Indian government, the website
showcases the adventures of the seductive, sari-clad Savita,
who is the face of Indian graphic porn art.
The latest edition of 'Savita Bhabhi - The sexual adventures of
a Hot Indian Bhabhi' has the much-married protagonist visiting a
Goa resort with her female friends and ending up in a series of
sexual encounters with resort owners, masseurs and sundry.
Already uneasy with the 'sleaze capital of India' tag, the state
tourism department has not taken 29-year-old Savita Bhabhi's
foray into Goa too graciously.
"We will have to go after these sites. I was not aware of this
thing, but rest assured we will examine legal options to go after
people who are behind this particular website," Nikhil Desai, managing director of the Goa
Tourism Development Corporation (GTDC), told.
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brother: Ameesha
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SRK had tough time teaching son
"These sites are illegal and are the handiwork of unscrupulous perverts and criminals who are
out to make a quick buck. They have nefarious designs," said Desai, who is currently engaged
in ensuring that Goa puts its best foot forward for the International Tourism Mart it is hosting
next month.
After its original domain was banned by the Indian government for promoting pornography, the
toon porn star has now switched to a more inconspicuous address.
The website describes Savita (Patel) Bhabhi as a "regular Indian woman in the eyes of the
world, but only a few lucky people know who she really is. She is a woman who finds the need
to explore her sexuality and enjoy the moment. Trapped in a loveless marriage, she is always
open to new sexual experiences. This series follows her various sexual exploits and fantasies".
The two-part series of Savita Bhabhi's Goa adventures is available on its new website for a
price and carries a provocative strap line 'Beautiful beaches, sexy swimsuits, one hot bhabhi'.
According to Desai, such vulgar projection of Goa by the toon porn site won't dent Goa's image
much.
"People who visit these sites are perverts. There will be perverts in this world. I think people
who really want to go on a clean holiday will not go by the impression of Goa created on these
websites," Desai said, adding that tourists would go to proper websites for genuine information
on Goa.
Superintendent of Police (Special Branch) Atmaram Deshpande said a cyber cell was being
created in the state police force just to go after such websites.
"We are keeping track of such websites. But most of these websites are registered abroad and
are being operated from there," said Deshpande.
The website, which hosts the pictorial adventures of the bhabhi, is operated from an IP
address based in Brooklyn, US.
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Kareena would do Jab We Met any
day as compared to Agent Vinod:
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According to the police spokesperson, such websites try to cash in on 'Brand Goa', which helps
gather eyeballs.
"Those behind such websites that promote escort services and pornography know the value of
Goa. They are using Goa as a brand, while the real operations happen from elsewhere,"
Deshpande said.
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Rajnikant spents 17 hrs in a bathtub!
For a scene in Robot, Rajnikant was
confined to spending 17 hours in a
bathtub! Without hesitating or asking
for a body double...

Twinkle makes a guest appearance in Tees
Maar Khan

Rahul Mahajan is the doting Son-In-Law now
Recently Rahul Mahajan the famous
Reality TV star came down to Kolkata
with his wife Dimpy Mahajan. Rahul is
controversy's...

Postponement of Anjaana Anjaani - A right
move?

Farah Khan is ready to entertain
audiences with all sorts of surprises up
her sleeve in her forthcoming Tees
Maar Khan which...

The film had heated up quite well for
this Friday release. The music is hit
while promotional events have been
going on full swing...

Lara gets engaged to Mahesh Bhupathi in New
York

Kareena throws a party for Malaika Arora Khan

here was a long standing rumor of
Bollywood actress Lara Dutta having a
romantic involvement with tennis star
Mahesh Bhupathi...

KAREENA Kapoor threw a party for her
best friend Amrita's sister Malaika
Arora Khan urf Munni from Dabangg
last night...
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